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Abstract 
Concentration plays ail important role in ATM packet switching. It reduces 
the requirements of speed-up in the routing operation and of buffer mem-
ories for simultaneously arriving packets，especially in output- and shared-
buffer-memory switch architectures. This thesis presents new algorithms for 
constructing self-route concentrators by networks of sorting cells, with focus 
on lowering their complexity. 
Like the knockout algorithm, the fast knockout algorithm is based upon 
a model of knockout tournaments that selects the outputs one by one. How-
ever, it takes advantage of the transitive law governing the ordering among 
numbers to avoid unnecessary comparisons, and is therefore superior to its 
knockout counterpart in terms of the complexity of the resulting networks. 
The fast knockout algorithm and k-sorting, an algorithm in the existing 
literature on circular unimodal sequences, are better than each other under 
different parameter values of concentration. They are unified by the k-sortout 
algorithm, which essentially follows the fast knockout algorithm except tha t 
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the basic unit of a signal is replaced by a circular unimodal sequence. Under 
the unification, the fast knockout becomes the special case of 1-sortout while 
the n-sorting is equivalent to the n-sortout. 
The 左-sortout algorithm is further generalized in a recursive fashion to the 
general k-sortout algorithm, which proposes the construction of a concentra-
tor by the combination of smaller general sortout concentrators and a smaller 
truncated 左-sortout one. This general algorithm can produce concentrators 
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The introduction of broadband ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) 
has made feasible the efficient transmission of personal communication data 
and multimedia information such as voice and video [6]. This advent brings 
significant economic benefits to the telecommunication industries and net-
work service providers. In the world of communication, two fundamental 
functions are transmission and switching of data. Recent advances in fiber 
optic technology provide reliable and cost effective transmission paths for 
broadband ISDN at data rates from hundreds of Mb/s to Gb/ s [14, 18，32]. 
The task of switching, however, cannot be fully implemented in the photonic 
domain due to the lack of practical key photonic switching components. In 
fact, it is commonly believed that the practical implementation of purely 
optical switching and control structures is far from years away [37]. Conse-
quently, electronic switches will still be dominant In the near future. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
In 1988, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU, formerly 
CCITT) decided to adopt Asynchronous Transfer Mode [33] (ATM, also 
known as Asynchronous Time Division or ATD [10, 13，44]) as the stan-
dard switching and multiplexing technique for broadband ISDN [19]. ATM 
uses constant-length cells (packets) as the basic da ta units. Each cell, as 
defined by ITU recommendation 1.361 [20], contains 48 bytes of user da ta 
and a 5-byte header. In terms of these ATM' cells, the typical traffic rate 
for broadband applications to the switch is of the order of million cells per 
second. This high requirement of capacity and performance has drawn much 
interest in the research areas of designing and implementing ATM packet 
switches. 
In ATM, since network resources or t ime slots are assigned to each virtual 
channel dynamically, contention is inevitable within the network. In any 
switching session, contention arises when two or more inputs destined at the 
same output arrive. An efficient mechanism to resolve contention is buffering 
and multiplexing. Since buffer memories can be arranged in various parts of 
the switching fabric, buffered ATM switch architectures can be classified into 
four categories according to their buffering strategies. They are crosspoint-, 
input-, output- , and shared-bufFer-memory switches. 
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Figure 1.1: The bus matrix switch. 
Crosspoint-bufFer-memory switch: 
In crosspoint-buffer-memory switches [15，21, 36] buffer memories are placed 
in the crosspoints of the switches. Figure 1.1 shows the typical bus matrix 
switch [36], which is a crossbar switch with an address filter and some mem-
ories at each crosspoint. The control mechanism is highly distributed and 
relatively simple, and the switch provides very good performance if sufficient 
memories are used. However, as memories and control circuits, are required at 
each crosspoint, it is a very expensive approach for large switches and is only 
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Figure 1.2: The Nemawashi switch. 
suitable for small switches or for the building blocks of modular multistage 
architectures. 
Input-buffer-memory switch: 
An input-buffer-memory switch [1；, 2，4, 17, 27, 28, 38, 39] has a dedicated 
buffer for each input. A control mechanism is adopted to select packets in 
the input buffers to go in the coming session as long as there is no output 
X 
contention. The Nemawashi switch [2] shown in Figure 1.2 is a switch of 
that kind. It consists of two parts, namely the Nemawashi network and 
the Batcher-Banyan switching network. The Nemawashi network, which is 
responsible for contention resolution, is composed of an arbiter and a sorter 
with backward paths to inform the input ports of the result of the arbitration. 
4 
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In each switching session, only one packet per output port is allowed to enter 
the switching network so that there is no output contention. 
Though output contention is resolved in an input-buffer-memory switch, 
it suffers from the so-called head-of-line (HOL) effect. In any switcMng ses-
sion, only the HOL packets in the input buffer memories are considered for 
entering the switching network. Behind a blocked HOL packet the buffer 
may hold other packets addressing one of the idle output ports in that ses-
sion. Such HOL blocking effect causes significant throughput degradation in 
the switch. To reduce the HOL effect, some additional control functions are 
required. The input buffer size depends on the additional mechanism, but it 
is usually smaller than the buffer for an output-buffer-memory switch. 
Output-buffer-memory switch: 
An output-bufFer-memory switch [5，7, 8, 11，30，42, 45, 46, 47] typically 
functions by a broadcast-and-select mechanism. In the Knockout switch 
[47] in Figure 1.3，which is the first original proposal of an output-bufFer-
memory switch, the packets ill the inputs are broadcast to all output ports. 
At each output port there are address filters for all packets and a knockout 
concentrator which directs the,packets destined for the output into the output 
buffer memories. These concentrators reduce the hardware complexity but 
are likely to increase packet loss when a high traffic density is directed to a 
particular output port over a short period. Nevertheless, if the packets are 
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Figure 1.3: The Knockout switch. 
equally likely to be destined for all outputs, statistical multiplexing principle 
shows that it is very unlikely that more than x packets are destined at a 
particular output, where x normally ranges from 8 to 10. In particular, with 
8 outlets per concentrator, the packet loss rate is on the order of 10一8 for a 
traffic load of 0.5 and 10~
6
 for full loading. 
Although the output-buffer-memory switch requires a larger buffer size 
than the input- and shared-buffer-memory switches, its control mechanism 
is simpler and better performance is resulted. Moreover, it requires less 
complicated hardware, and other functions such as broadcast and priority 
are easier to implement. 
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Shared-buffer-memory switch: 
In a shared-bufFer-memory switch [9, 12，16, 22, 24, 26, 41，43], the memories 
are shared by all input ports to hold all packets destined for all outputs. The 
Sunshine switch [12], as shown in Figure 1.4, is a switch of that kind. The 
trap network examines the outputs of the sorter and selects as many packets 
per destination to pass through as ： the number of banyan networks. The 
second sorter separates the winners from the losers and arranges the losers by 
priority. The selector then passes the winners to the banyan networks whose 
outputs are concentrated again. The selector also feed back the highest-
priority losers into the first sorter through a recirculation network where the 
shared memories locate. In the next switching session these packets will be 
handled again together with the newly arriving packets. 
7 
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Since the buffer memories are shared by all input ports, the buffer size to 
meet a specific performance requirement is reduced significantly compared 
with the other kinds of buffer memory switches. On the other hand, it is not 
easy to implement multicast function into the shared-bufFer-memory switch. 
Among the four categories, output- and shared-bufFer-memory switches 
achieve optimal performance in delay and throughput. However, these 
switches generally require internal speed-up in the operation of the buffer-
ing structure, which presents a bottleneck for larger switches. Many output-
and shared-bufFer-memory switch architectures solve this problem by packet 
concentration, which reduces not only the requirement in the speed-up 
factor in routing operation but also the simultaneous buffer requirements 
[5, 8，12, 16, 22, 45, 46, 47]. 
Definition 1.1 An m-to-n concentrator is an m-input-n-output 
device which routes as many active input signals to the outputs 
as possible. That is, if n or less of the m input signals are active, 
then all these active signals are routed to the outputs; otherwise, 
any n of the active signals are routed. 
In ATM packet switching, a signal is considered active if there is a packet. 
In an abstract sense, an m-to-n concentrator can be considered as a kind of 
sorter which separates the largest n input numbers from the rest. Generally 
8 
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a concentrator is used when there are m data paths of which the distribution 
of active signals is such that it is very unlikely to have more than n active 
signals at the same time. The concentrator reduces the number of data 
paths and hence the hardware complexity of subsequent operations. In fact, 
packets will be lost when there are more than n packets in the data paths in 
the same session. Nevertheless, the output dimension n of the concentrator 
is engineered so that the packet loss is within some prescribed tolerance level. 
Though the role of concentration is very significant in packet switch archi-
tectures, the literature on the subject is rather limited. One straightforward 
construction of an m-to-n concentrator is the m-by-n grid depicted by Fig-
ure 1.5. At each crosspoint there is a 2-by-2 device which routes ail active 
signal downwards whenever there is one. It requires (mn — n 2 /2 ) such devices 
and the delay incurred in the network is m times that in a device. 
Another construction consists of a running-sum adder and an inverse 
shuffle network [16，29] as shown in Figure 1.6. The running-sum adder 
9 
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Figure 1.6: Concentration by running-sum adder and inverse shuffle network. 
computes an address tag for each active input, and these appended address 
tags form a monotonic and consecutive set. The inverse shuffle network routes 
the signals according to these tags. Due to the non-blocking property of the 
inverse shuffle network, the permutation defined by the set of address tags 
can always be realized [23，34]. Recently, a distributed implementation based 
on this combination is proposed [35], where the function of the running-sum 
adder is distributed into the 2-by-2 switching elements of the inverse shuffle 
network. In either case, the concentrators incur substantial complexity in 
the adder units (switching elements in the distributed implementation) and 
in synchronization. 
As for self-route mechanisms, there are at least two general construction 
algorithms in the present literature that apply to concentration: knockout 
tournaments [47] and k-sorting [31]. 
10 
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A knockout tournament, as in competition among human athletes, selects 
the winner through a binary tree of comparisons. The knockout concentra-
tor [47] selects n winners one by one, each through a knockout tournament 
among all competitors in the first tournament, or among losers from the pre-
ceding tournament in the other (n 一 1) tournaments.. In other words, losers 
of the k
t h
 tournament enter the next tournament to compete for the (而 + l ) s t 
place. Note that the n tournaments can be scheduled as partially overlap-
ping. When static numbers, instead of human athletes, are being compared, 
the transitive law on the ordering among numbers can Help expediting the 
comparison process. Consider the comparison between two numbers X and 
y , where X is known to be smaller than x numbers and Y smaller than a 
different set of y numbers. Then the loser (the smaller) in the comparison 
between X and Y is known to be smaller than (^ + 7/ + 1) numbers. If 
x y 1 < n, then this loser will next compete for the {x y 2 ) n d place. 
A new concentration algoritlim, namely the fast knockout algorithm, will be 
based upon this principle^ 
A ^-sorting network [31] performs partial sorting. It arranges numbers 
into groups of size k such that > 
(I) the largest k numbers are in one group, the next k largest in another 
group, and so on, and 
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(II) each group forms a circular unimodal sequence (also called a circular 
bitonic sequence [3]). 
Naturally, ^-sorting can be used for m-to-n concentration, when k divides n. 
A more detailed review of partial sorting is provided in Section 4.1. 
Depending upon values of parameters, fast knockout and 左-sorting can 
produce concentrators of lower complexity than each other. The two mech-
anisms will be unified by the k-sortout algorithm to be presented. In fact, 
fast knockout will become the special case of fc-sort out with k = 1, while 
n-sorting becomes the special case with k 二 n. The 左-sortout algorithm is, 
in turn, a special case of the general sortout algorithm, which produces more 
efficient concentrators than 左-sortout for all k. 
The subsequent chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 
provides the basic definitions and notations required in the sequel. The fast 
knockout algorithm is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides a review of 
partial sorting and describes the A;-sortout algorithm. Chapter 5 presents the 
general algorithm of sortout. Finally, some concluding remarks are provided 




This chapter is delicated to the basic definitions and notations which are 
necessary for the efficient description of various algorithms of concentration. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, an ATM cell is composed of a 5-byte header 
and 48 bytes of user data. The first bit in the header is the activity bit which 
is set to indicate the presence of a packet, and is reset in an idle signal. Since 
each packet is simply a binary sequence, it can be regarded as a number and 
an active signal is considered larger than an idle one. 
The building block for all concentrators in this thesis is the 2-by-2 sorting 
cell (also called 2-by-2 comparator) in Figure 2.1. It is simply a 2-by-2 
sorter which compares the binary values of its two input signals. Since input 
signals are in pipelines, its operation can be easily implemented in a self-
route fashion. It latches the state such, that the smaller signal is routed to 
13 
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larger 





Figure 2.1: A 2-by-2 sorting cell, 
the output with the arrow head, and the larger one to the output with the 
K 一 . . . 
arrow tail. 
A network of sorting cells is often arranged in multiple stages [25]. Each 
stage consists of parallel sorting cells, and each output of a cell leads to an 
input of a cell at a later stage. Since not every signal is connected to a 
sorting cell in every stage, delay elements are inserted to maintain the whole 
operation in synchronization. 
Definition 2.1 The number of sorting cells is called the cost of 
the network, and the number of stages the depth. 
The cost is an intuitive measure of the complexity of the network, while 
the depth also accounts for the delay elements and provides information on 
the delay experienced by the signals on passing through the network. Both 
measures will be used in the discussion of complexity of concentrators in the 
sequel. 
Figure 2.2(a) shows a network of sorting cells. The boxes marked by 
'D' in the network are delay elements for maintaining synchronization. The 
, • , ： 1 4 
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Figure 2.2: A 4-by-4 sorter by a network of sorting cells. 
cost and depth of this network are 5 and 3, respectively. Figure 2.2(b) is 
a symbolic representation with delay elements omitted. Each row in the 
representation symbolizes the position of a number, and each arrow a 2-by-2 
sorting cell. The smaller number is routed to the head position, and the 
larger the tail position. 
Definition 2.2 An m-to-n self-route concentrator is a network 
of sorting cells that separates the n largest inputs from the rest. 
In other words, the sorting operations performed by the network must derive 
enough information on the ordering among the m inputs in order to identify 
which ones are among the largest n. The zero-one principle in sorting theory 
is applicable: 
15 
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Theorem 2.3 (The zero-one principle) If a network of sort-
ing cells can separate ,0's from l ' s when the m input numbers are 
n l ' s and (m — n) O's in an arbitrary order, then it qualifies for 
an m-to-n self-route concentrator. 
When such concentrators are constructed from general algorithms, their 
sorting operations always derive more information on the ordering among 
input numbers then it is necessary for the m-to-n concentration per se. For 
the sake of efficiency of the concentrator, the amount of extra information 
should be kept as low as possible. The extra information derived by knockout-
style algorithms, including fast knockout presented in the sequel, incorporates 
the complete sorting of the n winners. Concentrators in this style can be 
efficient only when n is considerably smaller than m. On the other hand, 
^-sorting also derives extra information than necessary for concentration. In 
fact, just the property (I) of the outputs of a 左-sorting network (refer to 
p.11) is more than enough for concentration. In view of properties (I) and 
(II)，a ^-sorting network can be an efficient concentrator only when n is a 
substantial fraction of m. 
To enable a concrete description on the ordering information among a set 
of numbers, the state of the numbers is defined as follows. 
Definition 2.4 Let 5 be a set of numbers where certain in-
formation about the ordering among its elements is known. An 
16 
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element of S is called an element if it is known to be smaller 
than at least i other elements. 
Definition 2.5 Fix a number n. A set S is said to be in 
the state x^ . . . ,冗 n - i } if it can be partitioned into a disjoint 
union So U Si U … U Sn such that Si consists of X{ z-elements 
of S' for 0 < i < Moreover, the disjoint union of z sets in 
the state {x0,xi,.., is said to be a set in the state z x 
{怎0，工1 , “ •，沉5¾-1}. 
In particular, the state 1 x {冗〇，冗i, • • 冗n—1} is the same as {x0,x1,..., 
xn-i}. Since an (z + i)-element is also an z-element, a set in the state 
{丨0，冗1，• • •, xn-i} is automatically also in the state , • •，而+1,而+i —1， 
•.., }. However, the latter state carries less information than the former. 
With this definition of state of a set of numbers, concentration by net-
works of sorting cells can be described as a process of state evolution as 
follows. The m signals (or packets) progressing through an m-to-n self-
route concentrator are considered as m binary numbers. On entering the 
concentrator, each number is independent of the others and in the state 
{1 , 0 , 0 , . . . , 0}, so the initial state of their union is m x {1,0,0, . • •, 0}. As 
they progress through each stage of sorting cells, comparisons are performed 
and new information on the ordering among the numbers is gathered. Specif-
ically, when an z-element is compared with some element, it becomes a j -
17 
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element where j > i. In case that j > n; the element is not involved 
in any further comparison and is discarded in the state because it cannot 
be among the n largest numbers. Comparisons continue until the state 
carries enough information to identify the largest n elements. A sufficient 
condition for a state z x {x0,x1,x2,... to carry such information is 
之 x (丨0 + 十• • • + xn-i) 二 n. In other words, through the process the ele-
ments migrate towards the tail (right) of the state until there are n elements 
in the state, 
The fast knockout algorithm, which is to be described in the next chapter, 
constructs concentrators by this approach of state evolution. 
18 
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Fast Knockout 
The knockout concentrator, which is described in Chapter 1，essentially se-
lects the winners one by one in single knockout tournaments. A packet lost 
in a tournament competes for another place in the next tournament, even if 
it has no chance to win in the latter tournament. To expedite the comparison 
process, a packet should be routed to the first subsequent tournament tha t 
it has a chance to win. Based upon this simple principle, a new algorithm 
for constructing concentrators is devised in this chapter, It is termed the 
fast knockout algorithm because it selects the packets one by one as in the 
knockout algorithm, but the cost and depth of the resulting networks are 
lower than those of the knockout. 
Since the new algorithm is considered as a state evolution process, some 
descriptions on the comparisons between two numbers and the resulting state 
changes are in order. The new algorithm, together with these descriptions, 
19 
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will be presented in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 analyzes the complexity of the 
algorithm. The complexity, of the knockout algorithm is also included for 
contrast. 
3.1 The Algorithm of Fast Knockout 
To study the change of state by a comparison, consider the comparison be-
tween two “elements A and 5 in a set S. Let P (respectively Q) be a subset 
of i elements in S which are known to be larger than A. (respectively B). 
Then \P\ = \Q\ 二 i，|P n Q| > 0, A 纟 P , 召 ^ Q. Suppose A and B are 
compared and it turns out that A > B. Then after the comparison the win-
ner A is still an z-element, and the loser B is known to be smaller than the . 
elements in {A} U PUQ. However, since P and Q in S may be overlapped, 
z < |P U < 2i. Consequently, the information obtained is that B smaller 
than (z + 1) elements in S and is therefore an (i + l)-element. This-compar-
ison is referred to as a conventional knockout comparison in the sequel. The 
change of state by such a comparison is 
* • • • • •. } 
——工 l .•• Xi+i + 1 . . . xn-i} 
On the other hand, the comparison between an i-element and a j-element 
(j zfz i) does not derive any additional information on the ordering among 
the numbers at all. Consider the following example of a comparison between 
20 
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a 5-element A and a 3-element B. That is \P\ 二 5，and |0卜=3. Suppose 
A wins (A > B)\ then A is still a 5-element, and B becomes a 6-element as 
6 < | P U Q U { A } \ < 9. Suppose B wins (B > A)] then B is still a 3-element, 
and A is still a 5-element as 5 < |P U Q U {B}\ < 9, so the information 
on their ordering remains the same. As both situation is possible, the worst 
case is that no information is gained. Therefore, this kind of comparison is 
«• ....,. 
not performed in a network for concentration. 
Typically, it is desirable to perform as many comparisons as possible in 
each stage so as to reduce the depth, of the network. A stage of conventional 
knockout comparisons between ‘-elements is described as follows: 
Definition 3.1 (Conventional knockout stage) Consider a 
set in the state { ^ 0 , ^ 1 , - - . , ^ - 1 ) - For 0 < i < n, form [xi/2\ 
pairs of z-elements for comparisons. Through this stage, the 
change of state of the set is: 
{iCo? •丨1, • • .• , ^iy •••， Xn—1} 
J「叫 Xq � 2 " | Xj-i �££"| [" ^ n-2 "I ^n-1 1 
—1 T ， L i J + l i , . . . ， L 丁 J + V ” 丁 + l "2~JJ 
where 「$"| and [x\ denote the ceiling and floor of the value x 
respectively. 
In the above discussion of a comparison between two “elements A and 
B, no knowledge is assumed 011 the relationship between the two subsets P 
and Q in S. In the worst case, the two subsets are identical and the loser 
21 
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jB becomes an (i + l)-element. However, if the two subsets are disjoint, the 
loser B will become a (¾ + l)-element because \{A} U 尸 U 二 (¾ + 1). 
This application of the transitive law governing the ordering among numbers 
suggests a way to improve over the conventional knockout comparison. 
For instance, consider two disjoint sets in state {1, 1, 0，0}. When a 
comparison is performed between the two 1-elements, the loser will become 
a 3-element instead of a 2-element in the case of'the conventional knockout 
comparison. The operation is represented by 
； 2 x {1，1, 0, 0} 一 {2, 1, 0，1}. 
The corresponding comparison performed by a conventional knockout com-
parison is 
{2, 2, 0, 0} —> {2，1, 1，0}. 
It is obvious that the first operation is better than the second, as the result of 
the first carries more information on the ordering among the numbers. This 
kind of comparison is called a fast knockout comparison. 
In general, the change of state by a fast knockout comparison between 
two ‘-elements is 
2 X { 丨 0 ， 丨 1 ， ^ i y •:••，• 丨 2i+l, , . ” ^n—l} 
——^ 1 x {2^0, 2冗1，..., 2 ^ — 1, . . . , 2o?2i+i + l , •••，2a;n_i,} 
and a stage of sucK comparisons is described as follows: 
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Definition 3.2 (Fast knockout stage) Take two disjoint sets 
S and T in the same state “ •, xn-\] where n is even. Ev-
ery “element of S is paired with an ‘-element of T for comparison. 
The loser in the comparison becomes a (2i -j- l)-element of 5 U T. 
Through this stage, the state of SUT changes as 
2 X {iCo, 丨 1, . . . , 工2i+l, ，..， ^ n - l } 
\ 
t . 
——> 1 X {工0,工0 + ^1，•》.， X2U . . , ， X n / 2 - l ~ \ - X n - i } . 
More generally, for 2z disjoint sets, the state of their union can 
change 
2z X { ^ 0 , • • • ， 冗 « • • ， ^ n - l } 
——^ Z X {rco, ^0 + ^1, - - - 5  X2h 丨i +丨2i+l, ^ n / 2 - l + ^ n - l } 
in a single stage. 
With the conventional and fast knockout stages, a new algorithm for 
constructing m-to-n concentrators is introduced: 
Algorithm 3.3 (Fast knockout) Start with a set of inputs 
in the state m x {1,0,0, . . . , 0 } , where m is a power of 2. Ap-
ply the fast knockout stage fc^ logm times and then apply the 
conventional knockout stage repeatedly until the state becomes 
1 x {1 ,1 ,1 , - . - , 1 ) -
Since a fast knockout stage derives more information than its conventional 
counterpart, it is applied whenever possible. After log m fast knockout stages, 
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the state of the numbers becomes 1 x {x0, x2l..., and no more 
fast knockout stage can be applied. Then conventional knockout stages are 
applied to acquire the remaining information required for the concentration. 
% 
The 4-to-2 concentrator by fast knockout turns out to be the complete 
sorter in Figure 2.2. The 8-to-4 fast knockout concentrator is depicted by 
Figure 3.1(a) and symbolically represented by Figure 3.1(b). The cost is 
18, and the depth is 7. The 8-to-4 knockout concentrator is also shown in 
Figure 3.1(c) for contrast: the cost is 22, and the depth, is 8. Table 3.1 and 
Table 3.2 tabulate the state evolution process and the cost incurred at each 
stage of some m-to-n fast knockout concentrators for n = 4,8 respectively. 
For the purpose of contrast and computation of complexity, the algo-
ri thm of knockout concentrator is re-stated according to the state evolution 
approach: 
Algorithm 3.4 (Knockout) Start with a set of inputs in 
the state {m，0,0,.. . ,0}, where m is a power of 2. Apply the 
conventional knockout stage repeatedly until the state becomes 
^1 , 1 , 1 , . . . , 1 } . 
In fact, the construction of an fast knockout concentrator is very similar 
to the algorithm of knockout concentrator in the way both algorithms select 
the winners one by one. The difference between them is that the former takes 
the advantage of the transitive law oil the ordering among numbers while the 
latter does not. Owing to the consideration of this additional information 
24 
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3 fast knockout stages 4 conventional knockout stages 
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(a) The 8-to-4 fast knockout concentrator. 
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(b) Symbolic representation of the 8-to-4 fast knockout concentrator. 
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(c) The 8-to-4 knockout concentrator for contrast. 
Figure 3.1: The 8-to-4 fast knockout and knockout concentrators. 
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Stage State Cost 
~ 8 x {1, 0, 0, 0} 一 
1 4 x {1, 1, 0, 0} 4 
2 2 x {1，2, 0，1} 4 
3 1 x {1, 3，0，3} ；,4 
4 1 x {1, % 1, 2} 2 
5 1 x {1, 1, 2, 1} 2 
6 1 x {1, 1，1, 2} 1 
7 I 1 x {1，1, 1，1} 1 
Total 二 18 一 
(a) The 8-to-4 fast knockout concentrator. 
Stage State Cost 
16 x {1, 0, 0, 0} 
1 8 x {1, 1, 0，0} 8 
2 4 x {15 2, 0，1} 8 
3 2 x {1, 3, 0, 3} 8 
4 I x {1, 4, 0, 6} 7 
5 1 x {15 2, 2, 3} 5 
6 1 x {1, 1, 2，3} 3 
7 1 x {1,1, 1, 3} 2 
8 1 x {1,1 ? 1, 2} 1 
9 I 1 x {1, 1，1，1} 1 
Total = 43 一 
(b) The 16-to-4 fast knockout concentrator. 
Table 3.1: Evolution of state and the cost at each stage for m-to-4 fast 
knockout concentrators. 
26 
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Stage State Cost 
_
 32 x {1, 0, 0, 0} “ 
1 16 X {1,1 5 0, 0 } 16 
2 8 x {15 2, 0, 1 } 16 
3 4 x {1, 3, 0, 3 } 16 
4 2 x {1, 4, 0，6 } 14 
5 1 x {1, 5, 0, 10} 11 
6 1 x {15 3, 2, 5 } 7 
7 1 x {1, 2, 2, 4 } 4 
8 1 X {1, 1，2, 3 } 4 
9 1 x {1, 1，1, 3 } 2 
10 1 x {1, 1, 1, 2} ' 1 
11 I 1 x {1, 1, 1, 1 } 1 
Total = 92" 
(c) The 32-to-4 fast knockout concentrator. 
Table 3.1 (Continued): Evolution of state and the cost at each stage for 
m-to-4 fast knockout concentrators. 
Stage State Cost 
16 x {1, 0, 0, 0，0, 0, 0, 0} 
1 8 x {1, 1, 0, 0, 0，0，0, 0} 8 
2 4 x {1, 2, 0,1, 0，0, 0, 0} 8 
3 2 x {1, 3, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0，1} 8 
4 1 x {1, 4, 0, 6, 0, 0, 0，4} 8 
5 1 x {1, 2，2, 3, 3，0, 0, 2} 7 
6 1 x {1, 1, 2, 3’ 3，1, 0, 1} . 5 
7 1 x {1, 1, 1，3, 3，2, 0, 1} 3 
8 1 x {1, 1, 1, 2，3, 2，1, 1} 3 
9 1 x {1, 1，1, 1, 3, 2, 2, 1} 3 
10 1 x {1, 1, 1, 1, 2，2, 2, 2} 3 
11 1 x {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2} 4 
12 1 x {1, 1, 1, 1，1, 1, 2, 2} 3 
13 1 x {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2} 2 
14 I 1 x {1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1} 1 
— Total ^ 66" 
(a) The 16-to-8 fast knockout concentrator. 
Table 3.2: Evolution of state and the cost at each stage for m-to-8 fast 
knockout concentrators. 
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Stage State Cost 
32 x {1, 0, 0, 0 , 0, 0, 0, 0} —— 
1 16 x {1, 1,0, 0 , 0，0, 0，0 } 16 
2 8 x {1, 2, 0, 1 , 0，0, 0, 0 }, 16 
3 4 x {1, 3, 0, 3 , 0 , 0, 0，1}' 16 
4 2 x {1, 4, 0, 6 , 0, 0, 0, 4} 16 
5 1 x {1, 5, 0，10, 0，0, 0, 10} 15 
6 1 x {1, 3, 2, 5 s 5, 0，0, 5 } 12 . 
7 1 x {1, 2, 2, 4 , 5 , 2，0, 3} 8 
8 1 x {1,1,2, 3 , 5 , 3 , 1 , 2} 8 
9 1 x {1, 1, 1, 3 , 4 , 4 , 2 , 1 } 6 
10 1 x {1, 1, 1, 2 , 3，4, 3，2} 6 
11 1 x {1, 1, 1 , 3, 3, 4, 2} 6 
12 1 x {1, 1, 1, 1 , 2, 3, 3, 3 } 5 
13 1 x {1，1? 1, 1 , 1, 3, 3, 3} 4 
14 1 x {1, 1, 1, 1 , 1, 2, 3, 3 } 3 
15 1 x {1, 1, 1，1 , 1, I,, 3，3 } 3 
16 1 x {1, 1, 1, 1 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 3} 2 
17 1 x {1, 1，1，1，1, 1 ,1 , 3 } 2 
18 1 x {1? 1, 1, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 2} 1 
19 1 1 x {1, 1; 1, 1 , 1, 1, 1，1} 1 
I Total = 146~ 
(b) The 32-to-8 fast knockout concentrator. 
Table 3.2 (Continued): Evolution of state and the cost at each stage for 
m-to-8 fast knockout concentrators. 
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in a fast knockout concentrator, every loser in a particular tournament is 
arranged to compete in the first subsequent tournament that it has a chance 
to win. In a knockout concentrator, the losers are simply routed to the next 
tournament for competition, including those known to have no chance to 
win by previously obtained ordering information. As a consequence, addi-
tional comparisons are performed in the knockout concentrators, resulting in 
networks of higher complexity. That is why the fast knockout algorithm is 
superior to the knockout algorithm, 
3.2 Complexity of the Fast Knockout Algo-
rithm 
The cost and depth of fast knockout and knockout concentrators can be 
readily calculated by accumulating the complexity through the stages in the 
networks. The cost of a fast knockout stage is 
^ x (x0 xt-\- x2-\ h xn-t), 
and the cost of a conventional knockout stage is 
Xq X\ ^n—1 + + • . . + . 
. 2 J ^ L2 J ^ 卞 L 2 � 
Besides, explicit formulae for the cost of these concentrators can be de-
rived. In the m-to-n knockout concentrator, the first single knockout tourna-
ment selects the largest among the m inputs in (m - 1) comparisons. Those 
29 
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(m 一1) losers then enter the second tournament to complete for the second 
place, which requires (m - 2) comparisons. In general, (m — i) comparisons 
are incurred in the i-th tournament. Thus, the cost of the m-to-n knockout 
concentrator is 
n(n — 1) 
(m — 1) + (m _ 2) + … + (m — n) = mn • 
The derivation for the cost of fast knockout concentrators is more involved 
due the presence of two kinds of comparisons. In the state evolution of the 
m-to-n fast knockout concentrator (see Table 3.1 and Table 3.2), it can be 
observed that the non-zero entries in the first (logm + 1) states involved 
in the logm fast knockout stages are the numbers of the (2' — l)-elements 
where i 二 0,1, • • •，logn, and they form a truncated version of the triangle 
of binomial coefficients. The cost incurred in these stages can be computed 
by these entries times half the corresponding numbers of disjoint sequences, 
as shown in Table 3.3. After these fast knockout stages, the state becomes 
, f Aogm\ / l o gm \ 广logm、 _ /logm、 / l o g m \ l 
1 X
| ( 0 H 1 )， 0 , I 2 I ， 0 , 0 , 0 , ( 3 J'0'-' UgJl' 
with which the conventional knockout stages begin. The numbers of conven-
tional knockout comparisons in the j-ih tournament can be computed by the 
number of (j - l)-elements in the above state plus the number of losers from 
the (j — l ) - th tournament minus \% which is also illustrated in Table 3.3. The 
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Convent- “ 1 八 1 j 乂 � J I 1 J I 1 J + l 1 ) + \ ^ ) + \ ^ J 
二 _ 2 _ 3 + ( l o r ) + ( l o r ) + ( l o r ) 
stages _ 4 一 5 - 6 + 
- - 8 
Table 3.3: Computation of the cost of fast knockout concentrators. 
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卞 - 1 m f i \ 
j Recurrence equation and solution for the sum Sj{m) = 2^ ^pr I • I 
5i(2m) = 2 x 5i(m) + 1 
1 
Si(m) 二 m _ 1 
5 2(2m) 二 2 x 5 2 (m) ;+ logm 
2 
5 2 (m) 二 m — log m — 1 
1 
&(2m) = 2 x S3{m) + - l o g m ( l o g m - 1) 3 i 
5 3 (m) = m — - log m(log m + 1) - 1 
2 
—— 1 
5 4 (2m) = 2 x S^m) + - l o g m ( l o g m - l ) ( l o g m - 2) 
4 ！ 
SJm) 二 m — ；： log m(\og m + 5) - 1 
6 
Table 3.4: Evaluation of the sum E ^ ^ 7 7 1 / 2 ^ 1 ) G) f o r ^ = 2 , 3 , 4 ' 









) (]) in the first term can be evaluated for fixed j in 
general by the method of difference equation. Table 3.4 depicts the recurrence 
equations and solutions for j = 1,2,3,4. In this way, the cost of the m-to-4 
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and m-to-8 fast knockout concentrators can be expressed respectively as: 
\ F{m, 4) = (m — 1) + (m — log m - 1) + ( m — ^ log m(log m + 1) — 1) 
log m ( l o g m - l ) 4(4 - 1) 
+ 31ogm + 
= 3 m + log m — 9, 
and 
F(m, 8) == (m — 1) + (m 一 log m — 1) + (m — - log m(log m + 1) — 1) 
+ ( m _ 臺 log m(log 2 m + 5) - 1) 
5 log m(log m - 1 ) log m(log m - l)(log m — 2) 
+ 71og m + + 
_ 8 ( 8 - 1 ) 
2 
3 5 二 4m + K log2 m + - log m - 32. 
2 Z 
The depth and cost of various m-to-4 and m-to-8 fast knockout concen-
trators, together with those of the knockout concentrators, are tabulated in 
Table 3.5 The complexity of fast knockout concentrators is always lower 
than that of the corresponding knockout ones. For m-to-4 concentration, the 
fast knockout networks have depths 1 or 2 lower than the knockout ones, 
and the ratio of cost is about 75% for moderate and large m. For m-to-8 
concentration, the reduction in complexity is even more significant. The fast 
knockout concentrators save up to 4 stages and the cost is approximately 
only half of that of the knockout ones for moderate and large m. 
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Complexity 
Dimension Knockout concentrator Fast knockout concentrator 
Depth I Cost Depth 丨 Cost 
8-to-4 8 " " " 22 r ~ 7 ] 18~ 
16-to-4 10 54 9 ‘' 43 
32-to-4 12 118 11 92 
64-to-4 14 246 13 189 
128-to-4 16 502 14 .382 
256-to-4 17 1014 15 767 
512-to-4 19 2038 17 1536 
1024-to-4 20 4086 18 3073 
2048-to-4 21 8182 19 6146 
4096-to-4 22 16374 20 12291 
8192-to-4 24 32758 22 24580 
"""16-to-8 18 92 14 6 6 ~ “ 
32-to-8 20 220 19 146 
64-to-8 22 476 21 293 
128-to-8 25 988 22 571 
256-to-8 27 2012, 23 1108 
512-to-8 29 4060 25 2160 
1024-to-8 30 8156 26 4239 
2048-to-8 32 16348 28 8369 
4096-to-8 34 32732 30 16598 
8192-to-8 35 65500 31 33022 
Table 3.5: Complexity of knockout and fast knockout concentrators. 
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S.3 Summary 
In this chapter, the algoritlim of fast knockout concentrator is presented. 
Essentially, it selects the winners one by one as in the knockout algorithm. 
However, it makes use of the transitive law governing the ordering among 
numbers so as to avoid unnecessary comparisons. The resulting concentrators 
are superior to the knockout concentrators owing to the lower cost and depth 





A；画 Sort out 
In the m-to-n fast knockout concentrator, all n outputs are sorted. Never-
theless, since an m-to-n concentration only requires the separation of the n 
larger inputs from the rest, the order within the n winners is extra infor-
mation obtained in the algorithm. As mentioned b Chapter 2, this kind of 
algorithm can be efficient only when n is considerably smaller than m. On 
the other hand, concentration by fc-sorting [31] can be efficient when n is a 
substantial fraction of m. 
This chapter begins with a review on the theory of ^-sorting and its appli-
cation to concentration [3, 31]. Afterwards, both concentration mechanisms 
of fast knockout and ^-sorting will be unified into the 左-sortout algorithm in 
Section 4.2. When ib = 1, the fe-sortout algorithm is simply the fast knockout 
algorithm. On the other hand,左-sortout with k 二 n constructs the same m-
36 
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to-n concentrators as 而-sorting. Section 4.3 analyzes the complexity of the 
fc-sortout algorithm. 
4.1 A Brief Review of fc-Sorting 
The most fundamental notions in the area of ^-sorting are the circular uni-
modality and 左-sortedness of a sequence. 1 « 
Definition 4.1 A numerical sequence (a 0 , o^” • ” a n _ i ) is said 
to be circular unimodal if it satisfies the property that 
1. there exists an element such that a0 through ai is mono-
tonically increasing and a{ through a n - i is monotonically 
decreasing; or 
2. there exists a cyclic shift of the elements so that the first 
condition is satisfied. 
In other words, a sequence is circular unimodal if, when the end is wrapped 
around to the beginning, it contains only one local maximum and one local 
minimum. A circular unimodal sequence is also called a circular bitonic 
sequence [3]. As a function defined over a circle, it has only one "peak" and 
one "valley" as depicted by Figure 4.1. 
Definition 4.2 A sequence of length n is said to be k-sorted, 
where k divides n, if it is the concatenation of n / k circular uni-
37 
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Figure 4.1: Circular unimodal sequences. 
r i -
modal subsequences of length, k such that every number in a sub-
sequence is greater than every number in the next subsequence. 
Thus 1-sorting simply means complete sorting into the decreasing order, 
while an n-sorted sequence of length n is simply a circular unimodal se-
quence. Hereafter throughout the thesis, whenever both parameters n and k 
are used, it will be assumed that k divides n. 
In the theory of sorting, it is natural to use a vertical line to visualize an 
ordered sequence as illustrated in Figure 4.2. An appropriate representation 
of a circular unimodal sequence is a circle, owing to the wrapping-around and 
one-maximum-one-minimum properties. For the sake of simplicity, hereafter 
a circular unimodal sequence will also be referred to as a circle with a default 
size of k if not specified. A 左-sorted sequence becomes a vertical chain of 
circles as illustrated. 
A fc-sorted sequence can be considered as an intermediate in the transfor-
mation of a circular unimodal sequence into an ordered sequence. The circle 
38 
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Figure 4.2: Visual representations of various sequences. 
corresponding to circular unimodality is broken up into a chain of smaller cir-
cles (左-sortedness), and each circle is in turns broken up into another chain. 
The process continues until the size of all circles is reduced to one, and then 
the sequence becomes linearly ordered. 
To break up a circle into a chain of smaller circles, the principle of circular 
merging [31] applies: 
Theorem 4 .3 (Principle of circular merging) Given a cir-
cular unimodal sequence a 0 , • • •, If the subsequence 
a h a k + i , a 2 k + i , ' . . ， ^ w is sorted into decreasing order for each 
non-negative integer i < k, the sequence becomes ^-sorted. 
This principle is illustrated in Figure 4.3 with the visualized notions of se-
quences. In this example, a circular unimodal sequence of 12 (= n) elements 
is transformed into a 4-sorted sequence (k = 4). The 3 (= n/k) elements 
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Figure 4.3: The Principle of Circular Merging 
at a distance of 4 with each other are sorted. There are 4 such operations 
of sorting, and the 4 corresponding elements of the same rank in sorting are 
grouped together. The resulting groups are circular unimodal subsequences 
and the whole sequence becomes 4-sorted. • 
Figure 4.4(a) illustrates the construction of an 8-by-8 sorter, which in-
vokes the principle of circular merging recursively for merging two sorted 
sequences into one. When the final log ^ stages (k 二 1 ,2,4,8) of sorting 
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Figure 4.4; Mergesort networks. 
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The whole merger network can be modified with the technique of ‘ inser-
tion of infinities" [31] in order to reduce the cost without changing the depth. | 
‘ 门 、 I 
This coincides with "odd-even merger" [25] and is depicted by Figure 4.4(b). 
However, the modified network cannot be truncated into a fc-sorting network 
for any A: > 1. The sorting algorithm by recursively invoking this modified 
merger algorithm will be referred to as mergesort from now on. A sequence 
can be made circular unimodal by two mergesort networks arranged in op-
posite direction, as depicted in Figure 4.5 for k == 4 and 8. 
The following two algorithms apply these merging and sorting techniques 
to concentration in the straightforward manner. 
Algorithm 4.4 (2Jc-to-k concentration by ^-sorting) Bi-
sect the sequence and apply mergesort to each half. The two 
sorted halves are naturally concatenated into a circle of size 2k, 
42 
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Figure 4.6: A 8-to-4 concentrator by the 左-sorting technique. 
I 
which is then ib-sorted by one stage of sorting cells. Discard the 
second half of the output sequence. 
Figure 4.6 illustrates an 8-to-4 concentrator by the above algorithm. The 
cost is 14, and the depth is 4. Both measures give lower complexity than the 
fast knockout concentrator in Figure 3.1(a). 
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Algorithm 4.5 (m-to-k concentration by 左-sorting) 
1. Partition the m inputs into subsets of size 2k. Apply the 
I 
above algorithm to each subset. This results in m/2k circles. 
2. Sort each circle by recursive applications of the principle of 
circular merging. 
3. Every two sorted sequences are naturally, concatenated into a 
( 
’• * - I 
circle of size 2k. Every circle so obtained is then 左-sorted by 
one stage of sorting cells, and the second half of the resulting j 
ib-sorted sequence is discarded. The result is a number of 
I 
circles; and the number is one half as at the beginning of 
Step 2. 
4. If this number is 1, then stop. Else, go back to Step 2. 
Figure 4.7 illustrates a 16-to-4 concentrator by the above algorithm. In 
the algorithm, the recursive steps may be regarded as a process of circle 
elimination: The input consists of two circles, and the output is just one 
circle. The net result is that one circle gets eliminated. This process suggests 
the following definition and algorithm of a match between circles. 
Definition 4.6 A match between two disjoint circles A and B 
means fc-sorting of A U E . The winner (respectively loser) of the 
match is the first (respectively second) half of the ^-sorted A U B , 
and is a circle, too. 
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Figure 4.7: A 16-to-4 concentrator by the 而-sorting technique. 
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Figure 4.8: Implementation of a match, between circles. 
Algorithm 4.7 (Match between circles) First, the two cir-
cles are 1-sorted by the principle of circular merging. Their con-
catenation is naturally a circle of size 2k, which is then Assorted 
by one stage of sorting cells. Figure 4.8 illustrates this algorithm 
for k == 1,2,4,8. In the special case when each input circle is the 
concatenation of'two 1-sorted sequences of length k/2, the cost 
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i - - ：• • • • I 
Complexity ‘  | 
k Make a circle Match between circles 
| D i ^ t h (c) j Cost (C.) Depth (m) Cost {M/W)~ 
r ~ ] o r 1 
2 0 0 2 4 
4 1 2 3 12/10 
8 1 3 10 4 32/26 
Table 4.1: Complexity in making a circle and in match between circles. 
‘ 
I 
. 身 一 
can be reduced in the same manner as in mergesort. Figure 4.9 
illustrates the cost-reduction version of the algorithm in such a I 
special case. 
> 
Of course, if the two circles have been 1-sorted to begin with, one single | 
stage of sorting cells suffices for performing the match. The complexity of 
this algorithm, together with the complexity in making a circle, is tabulated 
in Table 4.1, • | 
. • I 
4.2 The Algorithm of fc-Sort out 
Fast knockout and 左-sorting are superior concentration mechanisms to each 
other under different parameter values. In order to combine the advantage 
of both mechanisms, a reasonable first step is to unify their techniques into 
one algorithm. 
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Algorithm 4.8 (fc-Sortout) Partition the m inputs into sub-
sets of size h. Process each subset into a circle. Proceed to con-
struct an m/k-to-n/k concentrator according to the fast knockout 
algorithm except that every comparison between two numbers is 
replaced by a match between circles. 
It is called the fc-sortout algorithm because the operation essentially selects 
. the largest k numbers (in a circle), and the next k numbers, and so on until n 
numbers are selected. In order to see how this algorithm works, basic notions 
related to comparison and sorting need to be generalized from numbers to 
circles. 
Definition 4.9 A circle C is greater (respectively smaller) 
than a circle D if every number in C is greater (respectively 
smaller) than every number in D. A set of circles means a family 
of disjoint circles. An i-element in a set of circles means an 
element (a circle) that is known to be smaller than at least i 
other elements. Two sets of circles are said to be disjoint from 
each other if every circle in one-set is disjoint from every circle in 
the other set. 
Definition 4.10 A set S of circles, each of size k, is said to 
be in the state A , . . . ,‘/fc-i}(fc)辻 ^ can be partitioned into 
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a disjoint union S0 U ft U …Li Sn/k such that Si consists of Xi 
‘-elements of 5 for 0 < i < n/k. Moreover, the disjoint union of 
z sets in the state {x0,冗i,. •., is said to be a set in the 
state z x a^i,«- •, xn/k-i}(k)-
The fc-sortout algorithm constructs a multi-stage network of matches be-
tween circles，where each "stage" of matches between circles consists of par-
allel matches and is implemented by multiple stages of sorting cells when 
k > I. Moreover, each "stage" of matches is either 3, fast knockout “stage，， 
of matches or a conventional knockout “stage” of matches. Because of t h e 
following two lemmas, the definitions of the fast and conventional knockout 
comparisons between numbers also app ly t o matches between circles. 
Lemma 4 .11 (Fast knockout match) Consider two disjoint 
sets S and T of circles. Let C be an z-element in S and D an 
z-element in T. Assume that the match between circles C and D 
produces the winner circle W and the loser circle L. Then W is 
an felement and L an (2i + l)-element in the set (S\{C})U{T\ 
{D})U{W,L}. .、 
Lemma 4.12 (Conventional knockout match) Let C and 
D be two f elements in a set S of circles. Assume that the match 
between circles C and D produces the winner circle VF and the 
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loser circle L. Then W is an 夂element and I an (z + l)-element 
in the set (S \ {C, D}) U {W, L}. | 
To prove Lemma 4.11, let I c and ID denote the sets of circles greater than 
C and D respectively. Then I c and ID are disjoint from each other. If the 
maximum value w'mW comes from C (respectively D), then all numbers 
in W is smaller than the numbers of I c (respectively ID) and W is smaller 
than the i circles in I c (respectively I D ) . Thus, W is an i-element. Without 
loss of generality, consider an arbitrary number cm L which comes from C. | 
Then W contains at most k-l numbers from C, and therefore at least one 
number d from D. Now that c is smaller than d, which is in turns smaller the 
numbers of I D . Therefore, c is smaller than all elements in I c and I D , and 
W. That means the numbers in L is smaller than the numbers of (2¾ + 1) 
other circles, or L is a (2i + l)-element. This completes the proof. The proof 
for Lemma 4.12 follows by noting that I c and ID may not be disjoint. 
Figure 4.10 depicts the 16-to-8 concentrator by the 4-sortout algorithm. 
It simply substitutes the comparisons between numbers in the 4-by-4 sorter 
in Figure 2.2(b) by the matches implemented in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. 
The evolution of state of the signals on progressing through the network is: 
1 s tage 
16 x {1,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0} 
3 s tages 3 s tages > 3 s tages 
4 x { 1 , 0 } ⑷ ^ 2 x { 1 , 1 } ⑷ 1 x {1,2)(4) - ""“> 1 x {1,1}⑷. 
The numbers of stages of sorting cells are shown for each change of state. 
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Figure 4.10: The 16-to-8' concentrator by 4-sortout. 
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4.3 Complexity of the 7c-Sortout Algorithm 
The 左-sortout algorithm basically just replaces each comparison between 
numbers in the fast knockout algorithm by a match between circles. But, 
before the matches, the inputs must be processed into circles. Thus, the 
complexity of a fc-sortout concentrator can be calculated by the complexity 
of these operations in Table 4.1 and the complexity of the fast knockout 
algorithm in Table 3.5. Define 
f ( j n , n) = depth of the m-to-n fast knockout concentrator; 
F(m,n) = cost of the m-to-n fast knockout concentrator; 
c{h) 二 depth of the structure to make a circle; 
C(h) = cost of the structure to make a circle; 
m ( k ) 二 depth of the structure to match between circles; 
M(k) 二 cost of the structure to match between circles; and 
M'(k) 二 cost of the structure to match between circles with cost 
reduction. 
Then the depth fk(m,n) and cost i^(m，n) of the m-to-n 左-sortout concen-
trator can be calculated as; 
fk(m,n) 二 《 k ) + f ( m / k , n / k ) x m(k); 
Fk(m,n) 二 m/kxC[k、+ m / 2 k x M ' [ k ) 
+ {F{m/k,n/k) - m/2k} x M{k). 
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Explicit formulae for Fk(m,n) can also be derived. From Section 3.2, 
F(myl) = m — 1, 
F(m ,2 ) = 2 m - 3 , 
F (m ,4 ) 二 3m + log m - 9 , 
which, together with the values of C{k), M(k), and M\k) in Table 4.1, give 
F2{m,A) = 4m - 12, 
13 
F 4 (m,4) = —m — 12, 
F2{m, 8) = 6m - 4 log m - 40, 
25 
F 4 (m,8) 二 j m —36, 
39 
Fs(m,8) 二 o 
Table 4.2 shows the complexity of the m-to-4 and m-to-8 A;-sortout con' 
centrators for various values of k. It is plotted in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 
respectively, together with the complexity of the knockout and fast knockout 
concentrators for comparison. It can be seen that the n-sortout concentra-
tors 二 n) have the lowest complexities for small concentrators (small m). 
When m is greater than some thresholds, the 1-sortout (fast knockout) con-
centrators becomes superior to the others. If the depth of the network is 
considered the primary measure of complexity and the cost the secondary, 
these thresholds are 64 and 256 for m-to-4 and m-to-8 concentration respec-
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_ — Complexity —
1 
Dimension 2-Sortout 4-Sortout 8-Soi^tout _ 
Depth I Cost Depth 丨 Cost Depth 丨 Cos t= 
8-to-4 6 2 0 4 1 4 k
 ：
-
16-to-4 10 52 7 40 - -
32-to-4 12 116 10 92 -
64-to-4 16 244 13 196 - -
128-to-4 18 500 16 404 - , -
256-to-4 20 1012 19 820 ” -
512-to-4 22 2036 22 1652 - -
1024-to-4 26 4084 25 3316 - -
2048-to-4 28 8180 28 6644 “ -
4096-to-4 30 16372 31 13300 - -
^lQ9-t.n-4 32 32756 34 26612 - -
161^8 14 72 l T ~ 64 7 46 
32-to-8 18 172 16 164 11 124 
64-to-8 22 368 19 364 15 280 
128-to-8 26 756 25 T64 19 592 
256-to-8 28 1528 28 1564 23 1216 
512-to-8 30 3068 31 3164 27 2464 
1024-to-8 34 6144 34 6364 31 4960 
2048-to-8 36 12292 40 12764 35 9952 
4096-to-8 38 24584 43 25564 39 19936 
8192-to-8 40 49164 46 51164 43 39904 
Table 4.2: Complexity of m-to-n fc-sortout concentrators. 
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tively. Values of k other than these extremes (1 and n) never give optimal 
results. 
4.4 Summary 
This chapter presents the algorithm of fc-sortout concentration, which is a 
unification of the fast knockout and the Assorting mechanisms with the tech-
nique of the circular unimodal sequence. The algorithm follows the fast 
knockout algorithm except that the basic unit of a signal is replaced by a 
circular unimodal sequence and a comparison between two signals becomes a 
match between two circular unimodal sequences. Among the Lsortout con-
centrators, the n-sortout is superior for small m and the 1-sortout is the best 





In last two chapters, fast knockout and 左-sortout concentrators have been 
introduced and it is found that the best m-to-n concentrator is either the 
1-sortout or n-sortout concentrator depending on the dimensions of the con-
centration. This chapter presents another algorithm for constructing con-
centrators by the generalization of the fc-sortout algorithm. The resulting 
networks have even lower complexity than all the sortout concentrators in 
some cases. 
5.1 The General Algorithm of Sortout 
Consider the 16-to-4 4-sorting concentrator in Figure 4.7 (p.45) again. It is 
composed of two kinds of structures: those to arrange every 4 elements into 
a circle and those to match the circles. The first 4 stages of sorting cells 
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are actually two independent and identical 8-to-4 4-sorting concentrators 
as in Figure 4.6, and the last 3 stages match the two surviving circles to 
give the 4 outputs, Alternatively, the network can be considered as the 
combination of two 8-to-4 1-sorters (first 6 stages) and a stage to merge two 
1-sorted sequences of size 4 to give the outputs. It is obvious that the internal 
structures of the two 8-to-4 1-sorters have no effect on the overall function 
of the concentrator. These 1-sorters can adopt o t ter mechanisms such as 
the fast knockout (1-sortout) algorithm and the knockout algorithm. Still 
another way to look at the network is the combination of two 8-to-4 2-sorters 
(first 5 stages) and a structure (last 2 stages) to merge two 2-sorted sequences 
of size 4. Again, the two 8-to-4 2-sorters and the merging structure can be 
considered as three functional blocks. 
This observation leads to a generalization of the fc-sortout algorithm in a 
recursive fashion: 
Algorithm 5.1 (General fc-sbrtout) If 左 = 1 , apply h-
sortout (fast knockout) algorithm. If fc〉1, either apply the 
jb-sortout algorithm or the following procedure: 
1. Choose k' <h and m、n < m' < m. Divide the m inputs 
into subsets of size m'. Apply, general V-sortout to each 
subset for m'-to-n concentration. This results in m / m ' 
sorted sequences of length n. 
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2. Apply the principle of circular merging to 1-sort each se-
quence, which requires log k' stages of sorting cells. Each 
1-sorted sequence is regarded as a ^-sorted one, and in 
the state 尉，.•., ⑷ = { 1 , 1 , • • •, l}(fc)- There 
are m/m' such sequences that are disjoint from each other. 
Their union is in the state m/m' X { 1 , 1 , . . . , 1}(a；)-
3. Perform \og(mjm') fast knockout “stages” of matches be-
tween circles, where the first “stage” is by a single stage of 
sorting cells as the input circles are 1-sorted. 
4. Repeatedly perform conventional knockout "stages" of 
matches between circles until the state becomes 1 X 
{1,1, . . . , 1 } � . 
Note that steps 3 and 4 actually construct a modified mn/m'-to-n k-
sortout concentrator with initial state m / m ' x {1,1, •. •, 1 } ⑷ . F i g u r e 5.1 
illustrates the 4-step procedure in the algorithm for 64-to-4 concentration 
w i t h k == 2, m, 二 W and k' 二 1. The state evolution process of the set of 
circles is: 
4 x {1,1)(2) — 2 x { 1 , 2 } ⑶ 1 X {1 , 3}⑶—1 X { 1 , 2 } ⑶ 1 x {1,1}⑶. 
For the purpose of m-to-n concentration, the general 左-sortout algorithm 
generalizes the fast knockout and fc-sortout algorithms. Its flexibility allows 
the construction of more efficient concentrators than 左-sortout for all k: Fig-
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Figure 5.2: A 64-to-4 general 4-sortout concentrator with m ' = 32 and k = 1 . 
ure 5.2 depicts such an example of a 64-to-4 concentrator by the general 
4-sortout algorithm . It consists of two parallel 32-to-4 1-sortout concentra-
tors and a stage of 4 sorting cells that performs a single match between two 
l-sorted circles. The depth of the concentrator is 12, and the cost is 188. 
The complexity is lower than all fc-sortout concentrators by both measures 
for all k. 
Due to the vast flexibility in the general fc-sortout algorithm , the tabu-
lation of its complexity can be quite cumbersome. For any given m and n, 
it is desirable to identify a single m-to-n concentrator as a representative of 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n by the general algorithm . Direct generalization of Figure 5.2 
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suggests such a representative: Given m and n, first choose k 二 n. Take two 
parallel m/2-to-k 1-sortout concentrators (m' 二 m/2，k' = 1). Their outputs 
can be naturally concatenated into a circle of size 2k, which is then ^-sorted 
by a stage of k sorting cells. The complexity of m-to-n concentrators by the 
general k-sovtont algorithm will be analyzed in the next section. 
5.2 Complexity of Concentrators by the 
General Algorithm 
When an m-to-n general fc-sortout concentrator is constructed by the 4-step 
procedure of Algorithm 5.1, its depth fk,m',k'{rn,n) and cost 《叫,》 
are respectively given by: 
m , m n. 7 , 
F k , m ' A m , n ) 二 - - l o g ^ 
+ m ' 2 十4 W k ' k ) m'k2\  A h 
where f ( m , n ) and n) are respectively the depth and cost of a modified 
fast knockout concentrator with initial state m x { 1 , 1 , . . , , 1 ) , and can be 
calculated in a similar fashion as / ( m , n) and F(m,n) in Section 3.2. In these 
formulae, the first and second terms on the right corresponds to steps 1 and 
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2 respectively, and the last two terms to the modified fc-sortout algorithm in 
steps 3 and 4. 
In particular, the complexity of the representative m-to-n concentrators 
by the general 左-sortout algorithm with two 1-sortout concentrators plus one 
stage (k 二 n, = m / 2 and k' 二 1) can be computed as: 
/n，m/2，i(m,rz) ：= /(m/2，n) + l 、 
F n ,ml2,i{m,n) = 2 x F ( m / 2 , n ) + n 
r 6 m + 2 1 o g m - 1 4 , 几 = 4 
1 8m + 3 log
2
 m + 5 log m - 56, n = 8. 
The complexity of this representative is tabulated in Table 5.1，and plot-
ted in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 together with the the complexity of the best 
fc-sortout concentrators, which are either fast knockout or n-sorting. These 
three algorithms, of course, are all special instances of the general algorithm 
of sortout (Algorithm 5.1). From the graphs, f a s t knockout tends to be effi-
cient for large m, while n-sorting tends to be efficient for small m. The cost 
of the representative general n-sortout is approximately equal to the best k-
sortout. Moreover, its depth is always lower than or equal to tha t of the fast 
knockout concentrators. In particular, it shows the lowest depth among the 
three mechanisms for 64-to-4, 512-to-4, 8192-to-4, 512-to-8, 2048-to-8 and 
4096-to-8 concentration. 
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Complexity 
Dimension m-to-n concentrator 
"Depth I Cost 
8-to-4 4 14、 
16-to-4 8 40、 
32-to-4 10 90 
64-to-4 12 188 
128-to-4 14 382 
256-to-4 15 768 
512-to-4 16 1538 
10244o-4 18 3076 
2048-to-4 19 6150 
4096-to-4 20 12296 
8192-to-4 21 24586 
16-to-8 7 5 0 ~ 
32-to-8 15 140 
64-to-8 20 300 
128-to-8 22 594 
256-to-8 23 1150 
512-to-8 '24 2224 
1024-to-8 26 4328 
2048-to-8 27 8486 
4096-to-8 29 16746 
8192-to-8 31 33204 
Table 5.1: Complexity of concentrators by the general algorithm. 
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Figure 5.3: Complexity of m-to-4 concentrators by the general algorithm. 
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Figure 5.4: Complexity of m-to-8 concentrators by the general algorithm. 
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5.3 Summary 
This chapter generalizes the k-soitout algorithm in a recursive fashion while 
allowing different values of k in recursive applications. A representative of 
this algorithm is the construction of an m-to-n concentrator by two m/2-to-n 
1-sortout concentrators and a stage of n sorting cells. This representative and 
the best ib-sortout concentrators, which are either fast knockout or n-sorting, 





Concentration plays a crucial role in packet switching. However, previous 
literature on the construction of self-route concentrators is limited. The 
present thesis proposes several new algorithms for constructing concentrators 
in striving for lower complexity in both the depth and cost of the networks. 
6.1 Summary of Results 
The fast knockout algorithm achieves the same sorting effect as the knockout 
algorithm because both select the outputs one by one, each in a single knock-
out tournament. However, fast knockout takes advantage of the transitive 
law on the ordering among numbers, and make use of the achieved ordering 
information across tournaments. In this way, unnecessary comparisons are 
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avoided, and thus it is superior to the knockout algorithm in terms of the 
lower depth and cost of the resulting networks. 
The fc-sortout algorithm unifies fast knockout with 左-sorting, which is a 
technique on partial sorting with circular unimodal sequences. Essentially, 
the ib-sortout algorithm follows fast knockout except that the basic unit of 
elements is a circular unimodal sequence instead of a signal (i.e. a packet or 
a number). A comparison becomes the concatenaiion of two circles and the 
division into a larger and a smaller circles, making use of the principle of 
circular merging. For an m-to-n concentration, the n-sortout concentrator 
is better than its fast knockout counterpart when m/n is small, and the fast 
knockout concentrator is superior otherwise. 
The A-sortout algorithm is further generalized in a recursive fashion to 
the general fc-sortout algorithm, which constructs an m-to-n concentrator 
recursively by m/m f m'-to-n general ^'-sortout concentrators and a modified 
mn/m'-to-n ib-sortout concentrator to combine the m / m ' F-sorted sequences 
of length n to give the desired n outputs. In particular, the combination of 
。 two 1-sortout concentrators and a stage of sorting cells produces networks 
with lower complexity than the 1-sortout and n-sortout concentrators for 
some dimensions of concentration. 
The algorithms for m-io-n concentrators with lowest complexity are sum-
marized in Table 6.1, where the depth of the network is considered the pri-
mary measure and the cost the secondary. 
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Complexity 
Dimension Algorithm Depth | Cost— 
8-to-4 4-sorting/rep. of general sortout 4 14 
16-to-4 4-sorting 、. 7 40 
32-to-4 rep. of general sortout 10 90 
64-to-4 rep. of general sortout 12 188 
128-to-4 fast knockout/rep. of general sortout 14 382 
256-to-4 fast knockout 15 767 
512-to-4 rep. of general sortout 16 1538 
1024-to-4 fast knockout 18 3073 
2048-to-4 fast knockout 19 6146 
4096-to-4 fast knockout 20 12291 
8192-to-4 rep, of general sortout 21 24586 
1 6 - t o - 8 8 - s o r t i n g / r e p , of general sortout 7 50 
32-to-8 8-sorting
 1 1 1 3 2 
64-to-8 8-sorting
 1 5 2 9 6 
128-to-8 8-sorting
 1 9 6 2 4 
256-to-8 fast knockout„ 23 1108 
512-to-8 rep. of general sortout 24 2224 
1024-to-8 fast knockout 26 4239 
2048-to-8 rep. of general sortout 27 8486 
4096-to-8 rep. of general sortout 29 16746 
8192-to-8 fast knockout 31 33022 
Table 6.1: Concentrators with lowest complexity. 
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6.2 Directions for Further Research 
1. The fast knockout algorithm gathers information on the ordering 
among the signals by the mechanism of state evolution. Essentially, 
it applies the fast knockout stages as long as there are disjoint sets 
of signals, and then applies the conventional knockout stages to com-
plete the task. A sufficient condition for two sets to be disjoint is tha t 
the signals in one set have not been compared with those in the other 
set, which is adopted in the fast knockout algorithm. However, this 
condition is not necessary because the dependence from previous com-
parisons can simply be ignored as in the following example. Consider 
the state { 1 , 1 , . . . , 1 ,2 ,1 ,1} in a concentration, where the remaining 
job is to figure out the smallest among the last four signals. In the 
fast knockout algorithm, three more conventional knockout stages are 
required to complete the concentration: 
{ 1 ， . " , M , 1 , 1 } 一 { 1 , . . . , 1 , 1 , 2 , 1 } 
- 一 {1,…，1,1,1,2} 一 {1,...,1,1,1,1}. 
The three comparisons in these stages are shown in Figure 6.1(a). As 
the signals other than the four are not involved in the process, the state 
evolution can equivalently be described as: 
{2,1,1} ">{1 ,2 , 1} ^ { 1 , 1 , 2 } { 1 , 1 , 1 } . 
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Figure 6.1: Two 4-to-3 concentrators. 
Obviously, these 4-to-3 concentration can be achieved by two fast 
knockout stages as shown in Figure 6.1(b) once the knowledge on the 
relationship between the four signals is ignored. The state evolution is 
4 x { 1 , 0 , 0 } 一 2 x {1,1,0} 一 1 x {1,2,0}. 
This simple example demonstrates a situation that trading ordering 
information for disjointness can lower the complexity of concentration. 
The reason behind, of course, is that a fast knockout stage is more 
efficient than its conventional counterpart. This suggests a way to 
improve over the fast knockout algorithm by appropriate replacement of 
the conventional knockout stages by fast knockout stages. Nevertheless, 
such s i t u a t i o n does not occurs in the concentration considered in this 
a r t i c l e ( m < 8 1 9 2 , n = 4 , 8 ) . 
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2. All concentrators considered here are deterministic in a sense that the 
maximum number of active signals are always routed to the outputs. 
However, concentration itself is statistical in nature: for an m-to-n con-
centration, there are loss if more than n signals arrive in a session, and 
the parameter n is engineered so that the loss is within some prescribed 
tolerable level. This statistical nature leads to stochastic concentration, 
which maintains a very high probability of muting the maximum num-
ber of active signals to the outputs such that the additional loss is minor 
when compared with the prescribed level. In return, the complexity of 
such concentrators is lower than the deterministic ones. The concen-
trators constructed by various algorithms presented in this thesis are 
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